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Relax in Comfort Celebrates the Grand Opening of

Utah's First Osaki Massage Chair Platinum Gallery

PARK CITY, UT, USA, June 22, 2024 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Relax in Comfort, a leader in

innovative wellness solutions, proudly announces

the grand opening of Utah's inaugural Osaki

Massage Chair Platinum Gallery.  Located in the

picturesque city of Park City, this new gallery

represents a significant milestone for the company

and its local licensee, Nick Wayda.  Wayda, a long-

time resident of Park City, also operates a second

successful Relax in Comfort showroom in

Farmington, Utah, and is dedicated to bringing

advanced wellness technologies to his community.

Relax in Comfort has long been at the forefront of

promoting health and wellness through its carefully

curated selection of products, including adjustable smart beds, massage chairs, and zero gravity

recliners.  The addition of the Osaki Platinum Gallery further solidifies its commitment to

offering the best in relaxation and therapeutic solutions.

The advanced technology

and luxurious comfort of

these massage chairs will

revolutionize the way our

customers experience

relaxation and wellness”

Nick Wayda, Utah Licensee

"I am continually amazed by the impact our products have

on our customers' lives," said Nick Wayda, Relax in

Comfort Licensee in Park City, UT.  "By guiding them to the

right solutions, we help alleviate back pain, fibromyalgia,

edema, and more.  Our holistic approach not only relieves

pain and stress but also improves overall health by

lowering cortisol levels and enhancing the lymphatic

system. It's incredibly rewarding to see the positive

changes in their well-being."

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://relaxincomfort.com/learning-center/awards/
https://relaxincomfort.com/locations/park-city-ut/
https://relaxincomfort.com/massage-chairs/


Osaki Platinum Gallery

Station Park, Farmington, UT

About the Osaki Brand

The Osaki massage chair brand is

synonymous with luxury, innovation,

and excellence in the realm of massage

therapy.  Known for incorporating the

latest technology and superior

craftsmanship, Osaki massage chairs

are designed to provide an

unparalleled experience.  Each chair is

a blend of cutting-edge technology and

ergonomic design, ensuring users

enjoy maximum comfort and

therapeutic benefits.

Integrating Osaki into Relax in

Comfort's Wellness Solutions

The Osaki massage chairs fit

seamlessly into Relax in Comfort's

existing range of wellness products,

which include adjustable smart beds

that cater to diverse sleeping needs,

and zero gravity recliners that offer

relief from back pain by placing the

body in a position that mimics

weightlessness. The Osaki Platinum

Gallery will showcase the latest models

from Osaki, including the highly anticipated DuoMax, XRest, and Kairos massage chair models.

Highlighting Osaki's Advanced Technology

Osaki DuoMax

The Osaki DuoMax massage chair model is a marvel of modern engineering. It features a unique

dual SL-track design that provides a comprehensive full-body massage from the neck down to

the thighs. The advanced 4D massage mechanism mimics the nuanced touch of a professional

masseuse, delivering deep tissue relief and relaxation. The DuoMax is also equipped with heated

rollers that enhance the massage experience, and customizable programs that allow users to

tailor their sessions to their specific needs.

Osaki XRest

The Osaki XRest massage chair model stands out with its innovative AI-driven body scanning

technology. This feature ensures that the massage is precisely tailored to the user's body shape

and needs, providing a highly personalized experience. The XRest also includes zero gravity

positioning, which helps reduce spinal pressure and improve overall relaxation. Additionally, it



offers Bluetooth connectivity and voice control capabilities, making it a versatile and user-

friendly addition to any home.

Osaki Kairos

The Osaki Kairos massage chair model combines sleek design with advanced functionality. It

includes a 4D massage mechanism that offers an extensive range of motion, allowing for a deep

and thorough massage. The Kairos also features foot rollers and calf kneading for a

comprehensive lower body massage. Its intuitive control panel and multiple preset programs

make it easy to use, while the space-saving design ensures it fits seamlessly into any living

space.

Nick Wayda's Vision and Commitment

Nick Wayda's passion for wellness and his dedication to his community are evident in his efforts

to expand Relax in Comfort's presence in Utah. As a long-time resident of Park City, Wayda

understands the unique needs of his community and is committed to providing the best in

wellness solutions.

"We're thrilled to introduce the Osaki Platinum Massage Chair Gallery to our community," said

Wayda. "The advanced technology and luxurious comfort of these massage chairs will

revolutionize the way our customers experience relaxation and wellness. Our goal is to offer

products that not only enhance comfort but also contribute to overall health and well-being."

Experience the Future of Relaxation

The grand opening of the Osaki Platinum Gallery in Park City offers a unique opportunity for

residents to experience the latest in massage chair technology. Visitors to the gallery will have

the chance to test out the DuoMax, XRest, and Kairos massage chair models, and discover how

these state-of-the-art chairs can transform their wellness routines.

In addition to the Osaki massage chairs, the gallery will also feature a range of other Relax in

Comfort products, including adjustable smart beds and zero gravity recliners. These products are

designed to work together to provide a comprehensive wellness solution, addressing everything

from sleep quality to muscle tension and stress relief.

Visit the New Osaki Platinum Gallery

Relax in Comfort invites everyone to visit the new Osaki Platinum Gallery in Park City and explore

the future of relaxation and wellness. With its state-of-the-art massage chairs and

comprehensive range of wellness products, the gallery is set to become a hub for those seeking

to enhance their well-being and enjoy the benefits of the latest technology.

About Relax in Comfort:

Relax in Comfort is a leading provider of innovative wellness solutions, specializing in adjustable

smart beds, massage chairs, and zero gravity recliners. With showrooms in Park City and

Farmington, Utah, Relax in Comfort is dedicated to enhancing the well-being of its customers



through state-of-the-art technology and exceptional service.

Donald DePaulis

Relax In Comfort
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